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Abstract 
 

This report explores the possible effects that television viewing may be having on the 

happiness of people worldwide.  Specifically, it seeks to better understand if and how 

television viewing may cause individuals to develop a diminished assessment of their 

relative financial status that could, in turn, reduce their feelings of financial satisfaction 

and happiness.  In order to explicate these theoretical relationships, this study bridges two 

bodies of theory: cultivation theory, which attempts to explain how television can 

influence perceptions of wealth, and other research, based primarily on explaining the 

“Easterlin Paradox,” that seeks to better understand how an individual’s wealth, and their 

perceptions of that wealth, can effect happiness.  When applied to the empirical data from 

the World Values Survey, the proposed theoretical models demonstrated that the positive 

association between real financial status and financial satisfaction was, in fact, 

diminished in moderate to heavy television viewers.  Moreover, the results suggest that 

the extent to which it was diminished can be attenuated depending upon certain 

characteristics of the viewer.  A further test on whether television viewing is associated 

with heightened levels of materialism produced only inconclusive results.  These findings 

can help policy makers better understand that television has importance not only as a 
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conduit through which people around the world get information, but also as a trigger for a 

psychological process in which individuals use that information to make important value 

judgments about their lives.  
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Introduction 

 While the situation referenced in the title of this paper “Watching Baywatch in 

Burundi” is hypothetical, it is still altogether possible.  Thanks to the continually 

decreasing costs and consequent growing pervasiveness of technologies like satellite 

television, people at this moment may very well be taking in a syndicated rerun of 

America’s hit show -- even in one of the world’s poorest countries.  As occurrences such 

as this become increasingly commonplace, one is left to wonder how people around the 

world will react as they absorb these alluring images of bronzed lifeguards frolicking 

their way through madcap adventure in a carefree and highly materialistic lifestyle.  How 

will they feel when they transfer their attention from the world on the TV screen to the 

reality of their actual surroundings?   

Answering that question is not just a matter of idle intrigue; it has real 

importance.  To understand why, one must understand that humans are inherently social 

creatures.  We form our self-identity based in large part on our understanding of how we, 

as individuals, fit into our surrounding cultural order.  Today, we are all living in a period 

of human history dominated by rapid globalization.  And as a result, people all across the 

world are quickly becoming aware of, and interacting with, others – outsiders – that live 

lives vastly different from our own. This process can be exhilarating, but it can also be 

quite jarring -- for it forces one to continually re-evaluate who they are and how they fit 

in to a new, expanded understanding of humanity.  As a result, the experience of 

globalization can easily produce very strong reactions – both negative and positive.   

Those reactions can have dramatic consequences for our world.  For instance, the 

anti-Western backlash, seen in its most violent form as terrorism, may be partially 
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attributed to a negative, reactionary response to globalization.  Even a positive reaction to 

globalization can produce deleterious consequences.  To see how, one only needs to 

observe how billions of citizens in developing countries desperately aspire to imitate the 

consumerist culture that is made to look so appealing in Western media even though 

many of those who actually live in that reality find it to be vapid and unsustainable.  This 

is not to say that the cultural mixing brought about through globalization can not have 

positive results.  People alive today are provided with opportunities to enjoy the richness 

and unique insights from a variety of societies, whereas in the past, they would most 

likely be limited to knowing only those found in their own corner of the world.  

If we are to ensure that the positive experiences of globalization outnumber the 

negatives, we must better understand the mechanisms of these cross-cultural interactions.  

This report uses empirical data to help expand our knowledge about one important way in 

which those interactions are being carried out – through the viewing of television.  

Specifically, this analysis utilizes three constructs (television viewing, financial 

satisfaction, and happiness) in order to better understand the particular mechanisms 

though which television conveys, and people absorb, cross-cultural information about 

material wealth and then go on to internalize those messages in the form of feelings of 

either happiness or unhappiness.  

 

Theoretical Background & Literature Review 

The study of what has come to be known as “happiness economics” became 

widely recognized only after Richard Easterlin published his seminal 1974 paper titled, 

"Does Economic Growth Improve the Human Lot? Some Empirical Evidence."  The 
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primary issue covered in his paper, what is now called the “Easterlin Paradox,” can be 

described through his three main findings: 

1. Within any particular country, individuals with greater wealth tend to report 

higher levels of happiness.   

2. So long as a country’s income was sufficient to keep its people out of abject 

poverty, differences in income between counties do not seem to have a significant 

correlation with the happiness of their citizens. 

3. As a country gains wealth over time, there is little evidence that the overall 

happiness levels of the people in that country rises accordingly.  

When these findings were initially released, the last two observations were seen 

as an affront to neo-traditional economic theory.  In that body of work, wealth is roughly 

equated with utility, and utility with well-being and happiness.  According to those 

premises, people in a country that had raised its level of GDP should feel better off as a 

result, yet Easterlin’s empirical observations provided evidence to the contrary.  (Clark, 

Frijters, & Shields, 2007)   

Easterlin, and others that have accepted his findings, are not without their critics.  

A recent and well publicized study (Steverson &Wolfers, 2008) claims that the leveling 

off in the happiness/absolute income relationship that Easterlin observed was largely a 

result of using limited or unrepresentative data, poorly constructed survey questions, and 

a failure to utilize the most effective form of regression models.  These researchers 

postulate that absolute gains in income over time produce additional happiness and that 

richer counties are actually happier than poorer countries.   
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For the purposes of this paper, understanding the technicalities of this argument is 

less important than recognizing the fact that for over thirty years now, researchers have 

been working to develop theories that explain how it can be that one’s wealth can 

contribute to one’s happiness in some instances but not in others.  Out of this question, 

three important theories have arisen. (Speck & Roy, 2008)   

 Some have theorized that individuals are genetically predisposed to experience a 

certain level (or range) of happiness in their lives regardless of their external 

circumstances.  This is known as set-point theory.  Notable studies on this theory have 

tracked the lives of individuals that have had either extremely good or extremely terrible 

things happen to them (lottery winners and accident victims, for instance) and concluded 

that while these life changing events have temporary effects, individuals tended to return 

to their normal level of happiness (their genetically set point) in rather short order.   

 Two other theories are based on the common idea that the happiness, or 

satisfaction, that one derives from their financial status is based less on what their wealth 

is in absolute terms and more on the extent of the gap between their financial means and 

their material aspirations.  According to this group of theories, the Easterlin Paradox can 

be explained if people’s aspirations tend to self-adjust in lock step with their absolute 

wealth.  It is postulated that this occurs in two ways.   

Adaptation theory claims that people become accustomed to gains in their 

absolute income and set for themselves new, higher aspirations.  Take, for instance, the 

situation of an individual that aspires to reach a level of income that will allow them to 

own their own home.  Unfortunately, upon reaching that level of income, they will 

frequently gain very little of happiness that they had assumed it would bring them 
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because they will quickly go on to form new aspirations for a level of income that would 

allow them to own a bigger or better home.   

There is another similar theory that is concerned with what it calls positional 

effects or relative wealth.  (Ball, R., Chernova, 2007)  According to this body of work, 

individuals look outward to the people around them (their reference group) to get cues 

about what they should aspire to.  In other words, the culture with which one self-

associates defines the bounds of one’s aspirations.  An individual’s feelings of financial 

satisfaction are then formulated according to the magnitude of the divergence between 

their actual financial means and these culturally established aspirations.  The key insight 

here is that, if one’s individual gains in actual wealth are in-line with similar gains among 

those in their reference group, the individual will end up no closer to their aspirations 

(and therefore no more satisfied) than they were to begin with.  The shared gains in 

wealth will have simply prompted a proportional upward shift in the culture’s aspirations, 

leaving the individual’s relative position unchanged.  

If one assumes that an individual’s primary reference group is their country, the 

theory of positional effects can go a long way in explaining the Easterlin Paradox.  

Individuals that have, or are able to gain, more wealth than others in their country have 

the means to enjoy a lifestyle that more closely matches the aspirational goals created by 

that country’s culture.  But when the country as a whole becomes wealthier and the 

aspirational levels of its people are upgraded simultaneously, nobody in particular ends 

up any closer to his or her aspirations, and nobody feels any richer or happier 

It is important to note that one’s reference group is a fluid construct that can 

change at any time. The process in which an individual chooses the reference group that 
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they will self-associate with, and therefore use as a basis for their financial aspirations, is 

often largely unconscious and beyond their control.  

The fluid nature of reference groups explains why, for instance, an individual 

from a middle class background might feel wealthy at a homeless shelter and poor at a 

country club.  In the past, and in more isolated cultures throughout the world, those kinds 

of disorientating experiences occurred less frequently -- individuals tended to live their 

whole lives within a relatively fixed reference group (both within their own society and 

within the range of global cultures).  Now, in a more socially mobile and interconnected 

world, individuals may be exposed to a wide variety of potential reference groups every 

day.  Making this matter even more complicated is the fact that people can, and do, 

identify with reference group that are not even necessarily “real.”  In today’s world, one 

common source of reference is the “virtual world” especially as it is conveyed in 

television programming.   

 Researchers Bruni and Stanca (2006) drew attention to the role that television 

could have as a determinant of financial aspirations and consequent feelings of life 

satisfaction in their paper “Income Aspirations, Television and Happiness: Evidence from 

the World Values Survey.”  Their paper serves in many ways as a foundation for the 

research in this report.  However, in order to build upon that foundation, this paper 

departs from the work of Brunei and Stanca it in a few critical ways.   

The first point of departure has to do with the fact that Bruni and Stanca use the 

same model to explain two different constructs: financial satisfaction and life satisfaction.  

By doing so, and by failing to describe how financial satisfaction is usually considered to 

be a key component of life satisfaction, they seem to imply that these constructs are equal 
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ends in themselves.  This paper does not treat financial satisfaction as an end in itself but 

views it, instead, as a contributing factor to happiness.  By taking this alternate approach, 

this research paper can take the overall process -- in which an individual starts with a 

variety of inputs and ends up with an assessment of happiness -- and break it down into a 

series of distinct sequential steps.  Doing so allows one to more closely follow, and 

hopefully understand, the actual psychological process behind these decisions.   

In order to probe the hypothesis that happiness is related to television viewing 

through an individual’s perception of relative income, it was necessary to use an 

overlapping, but different, dataset (the 1995 wave of the WVS survey as opposed to a 

combination of the 1995 and 2000 waves) as the basis for this paper’s research.  For the 

same reason, the models here use similar, but differently constructed, dependent1 and 

independent variables, incorporate a unique set of control variables, and tests alternative 

formats.  

Finally, this paper differs from the Bruni and Stanca's piece in that it applies an 

additional body of literature to the issue of how TV viewing may be related to judgments 

of wealth.  With the benefit of the insight provided by that research, this paper is able to 

explore facets of the relationship that have not been previously studied.  Specifically it 

allowed this paper to examine how another mechanism (elevated materialism) may be 

working alongside income/aspiration effects, to make television viewers less satisfied 

with their particular financial situation.  It was also used to make predictions about how 

                                                
1 1 The happiness variable used in this paper is closely correlated with the life satisfaction construct used by 
Bruni and Stanca. (2006).  They are, however, not identical.  Measures of self-reported life satisfaction tend 
to be based more on rational reflection, while measures of self-reported happiness record a more immediate 
and instinctual reaction. (Ball, 2008)  If one believes that most human behavior is based on instinct, as 
opposed to conscious reflection, it could be argued that the results produced in this paper may have greater 
practical value than those produced by Bruni and Stanca. 
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certain characteristics of individual television viewers might either strengthen or weaken 

the relationship between television viewing and income perception.   

The additional body of literature referenced here is centered around what is 

known as cultivation theory, which is comprised of research that seeks to understand the 

effects that the messaging within television programming, and the actual process of 

watching television, can have on one’s perceptions of financial or material matters. 

Cultivation theory contributions to the research in this paper by helping one to understand 

three important points:  

First, it postulates that certain unique characteristics of television allow it to be 

especially effective in causing people to relate in a social manner with the virtual world 

of its content.  The creative genius and psychological insight of television producers work 

to produce a feeling among viewers that they know, and can personally relate to, the 

fictional characters in their favorite shows.    

Next, it explores the ways that people often enter into a passive mental state while 

watching television in which the mental processes that are normally critically observing 

and testing the reality around us, are relaxed.  This effect is partially tied to the idea that 

people suspend their disbelief in order to enjoy any form of fictional entertainment, but it 

also goes deeper.  According to O’Guinn & Shrum (1997) and Hawkins and Pingree 

(1990), when that critical faculty of the human mind is more active, people tend to form 

what they call first order social reality beliefs.  These tend to involve rational estimates 

about probabilities of occurrences.  When that critical faculty is more relaxed, people 

tend to form second order social reality beliefs, which are more closely related to 

subconscious attitudes and values.  Understanding the difference is important because it 
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implies that the information about the world that viewers get through television is not 

necessarily used to create concrete observations about the world that can be tested or 

verified.  The perceptions that could be formed through this process may be nearly 

impervious to empirical or reason-based rebuttals.  

Finally, research into cultivation theory has exhibited the fact that most television 

content, especially the type of popular entertainment that has become a cultural export of 

Western counties, not only portrays a world of unrealistic material wealth and 

consumption (O’Guinn & Shrum 1997) but also conflates that materialistic world with 

themes of excitement, glamour, and pleasure.  In this process, it causes viewers to 

believe, at least on some level, that this materialism is a necessary condition for having 

higher levels of these desirable qualities in their own life.   (Yang, Ramasubramanian, & 

Oliver 2008)  
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Explanation of Hypothesized Models 

 Figure 1 exhibits a model of the hypothesized correlation between television 

viewing and happiness.  Individuals assess their own happiness according to a variety of 

contributing factors.  Some of these contributing factors include: gender, age, marital 

status, health, employment status, level of religiosity, level of education, and whether or 

not one has children.  The amount of television that one watches has also been shown to 

have a slight, but statistically significant negative correlation with happiness.  This 

correlation is borne out in an initial examination of the survey data as seen in Figure 2.  

Figure 1 also illustrates the hypothesis that a more complex relationship involving 

financial satisfaction underlies and explains much of this simple correlation between 

television viewing and happiness.  According to this argument, television viewing is 

related to financial satisfaction in two ways.  

  

 

Happiness  

TV 

Gender  

 

Age 

Education  

Marital 

Status 

Having 

Children  

Religiosit y 

Health  

Employment 

Status  

 

Financial 

Satisfaction  

 

Income 

Aspirations  

 

Income  

Figure 1  

Hypothesized Model – TV’s Relationship to Happiness Works Primarily Through Financial Satisfaction  

 

 

2 

 

1 
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The first way that television viewing 

seems to be related to financial satisfaction 

is based upon television’s apparent capacity 

to increase one’s financial aspirations.  This 

relationship is indicated by Arrow #1 in 

Figure 1 and explained further in Figure 3.  

Financial satisfaction is generally measured 

by the relative distance between one’s 

financial means (income) and one’s 

financial aspirations.  As the gap between 

one’s means and one’s aspirations grows, it can be expected that one’s financial 

satisfaction will be diminished.  If, as this paper hypothesizes, television viewing 

increases one’s aspirations while having no effect on one’s income, it can be expected 

that the end result will be a reduced level of financial satisfaction. 

 The second way that television viewing may be related to happiness involves the 

hypothesis that television viewing will increase (relative to other contributing factors) the 

importance of financial satisfaction in overall happiness. (See Figure 4 and Arrow #2 in 

Figure 1) 

Little/No TV Quite a bit 
TV 
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Figure 4 – The Relative Influence of Financial Satisfaction is Increased with Television Viewing 

 
Figure  3 

Hypothesized Model – Viewing Television Inflates Income Aspirations and in doing so Reduces 

Financial Satisfaction  
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Aspirations  

 

Income  

Financial 
Satisfaction 

Financial 
Satisfaction 

Situation with Little/No TV 
Viewing 

Situation with Moderate/Heavy 
TV Viewing 
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 If both mechanisms were to work in tandem, many television viewers would find 

their level of financial satisfaction level eroded at the very same time that it was coming 

to play a larger part in determining their happiness.   

 

Data 

Insight into these issues was gained through the process of testing this theoretical 

model against empirical data collected by the World Values Survey.  This survey has 

been administered to thousands of people, from a variety of demographic backgrounds, in 

countries throughout the world.  Those responding to the poll were asked about their 

perceptions, values, and feelings with respect to numerous influences in their life.  The 

tremendous scope of the data, as well as the combination of questions related to 

television viewing, financial satisfaction, and happiness, renders it especially well suited 

for the research carried out in this paper.   

The research in this paper utilized what is known as the 1995 Wave of the World 

Values Survey, which was actually carried out between 1994 and 1999.  It collected a 

total of 84,887 observations from “53 independent countries, plus surveys in Puerto Rico, 

Tambov oblast, Montenegro, the Andalusian, Basque, Galician and Valencian regions of 

Spain and a pilot survey in Ghana2.”  The specific data utilized in the study are described 

in Exhibits 1 and 2.   

                                                
2 Ronald Inglehart et al., World Values Surveys and European Values Surveys 1981-
1984, 1990-1993 and 1995-1997 – Cumulative File For the First Three Waves 
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Exhibit 1: Definition of Variables Used in Model 1   
  Construct Definition Variable 

Name 
  Financial 

Satisfaction 
Self-Reported Financial Satisfaction: “How 
satisfied are you with the financial situation of 
your household?” Reported on scale of 1-10 
with “not at all satisfied” =1 and "completely 
satisfied" =10 

finsat 

  Income “Counting all wages, salaries, pensions and 
other incomes that come in, please specify 
which decile your household belongs in with 1 
indicating the ‘lowest income decile’ and 10 the 
‘highest income decile’ in your country.” 

incdec 

  TV Exposure More than three hours per day = 1, Three or 
fewer hours per day = 0 

tvviewc 

 Interaction Interaction term between Income and TV 
Exposure  

inctv 

  Indicator term- Household saved money in the 
last year =1. Household had neutral or negative 
savings in the last year =0 

saved 

 Household 
Savings 

Indicator term- Household had neutral savings 
in the last year =1.  Household either saved 
money or had negative savings in the last year 
=0. 
Used as the base group in Model 1. 

getby 

  Indicator term- Household used savings or 
borrowed money in the last year =1.  
Household saved money or had neutral savings 
in the last year =0 

fallbehind 

 Employment 
Status 

Unemployed=1. Fully employed, self employed, 
part time employed, retired/pensioned, 
housewife, not otherwise employed, student =0  

unemploy 

 Marital Status Married and living together as married = 1, Not 
Married  = 0 

marry 

 Health All in all, how would you describe your state of 
health these days? Very Good, Good, Fair=1, 
Poor to Very Poor =0 

health2 

 Children Has children = 1, No Children = 0 kids 

Trust in 
Television 

Programming 

Indicator term- “How much confidence you have 
in [TV]?” A great deal of confidence or quite a 
lot of confidence =1, not very much confidence 
or none at all = 0 

md_to_hi_tvco 

Size of town Urban (Over 10,000 residents) =1, Rural (less 
than or equal to 10, 000 residents ) =0 

Urban 

U
se

d 
as

 S
ub

se
ts
 o

f 
Po

pu
la
tio

n 

Education Completed secondary education and beyond = 
1, less than completed secondary school = 0 

Educ 
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Exhibit 2: Definition of Variables Used in Model 2   

  Construct Definition Variable Name 

  Happiness Self-Reported Happiness: Taking all things 

together, would you say you are: 4=very 
happy, 4=rather happy, 2=not very happy, 

1=not at all happy 

happy_one 

 Employment Status Unemployed=1. Fully employed, self 

employed, part time employed, 
retired/pensioned, housewife, not otherwise 

employed, student =0  

unemploy 

 Health All in all, how would you describe your state 
of health these days? Very Good, Good, 

Fair=1, Poor to Very Poor =0 

health2 

 Religious  Religious = 1, Non-Religious/Atheist = 0 Relig 

 Children Has children = 1, No Children = 0 kids 

 Marital Status Married and living together as married = 1, 
Not Married  = 0 

marry 

 Education Completed secondary education and beyond 
= 1, less than completed secondary school = 

0 

Educ 

  Age Indicator term-  Youth(< 25) 
  

YAge (Omitted as 
base group  

  Indicator term-  Young Adult (25-35) YadAge 

  Indicator term-  Adult (35-55) AdAge 

  Indicator term-  Seniors (55+) SrAge 

 Gender Male = 1, Female = 0 Male 

 Financial Satisfaction Self-Reported Financial Satisfaction: “All 

things considered, how satisfied are you with 

your life as a whole these days?” Reported 
on scale of 1-10 with 1=”not at all satisfied” 

and 10="completely satisfied" 

finsat 

 TV Exposure More than three hours per day = 1, Three or 
fewer hours per day = 0 

TVview 

 Interaction Interaction term between Financial 

Satisfaction and TV Exposure  

inctv 

 

--Used as Reference Group -- 
YAge 
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Proposed Hypotheses, Models and Justification 

Hypothesis 1 – The extent of television viewing is negatively related to financial 

satisfaction.  

Theoretical Mode 1 & Predicted Signs: 

Financial Satisfaction = β0 + β1 Income (+) + β2 TV Exposure (-) + β3 

Income*TV Interaction (-) + β4 Household Savings -- Saved Money (+) + β5 

Household Savings -- Negative Savings (-)  + β6 Employment Status – 

unemployed (-) + β7 Marital Status -- married (+/-) + β8  Health -- good health 

(+)  + β9 Children (+) 

Note: Predicted relationship is in parentheses following the variable.  

The predicted relationships are based upon the empirical research of Bruni and Stanca 

drew in their 2006 paper titled “Income Aspirations, Television and Happiness: Evidence 

from the World Values Survey.” 

Figure 5 lends some initial 

support to this hypothesis by 

showing that there is an apparent 

negative relationship between 

television viewing and one’s level of 

financial satisfaction in the data.  

People who watch less television 

were more financially satisfied than 

avid television watchers.   

Additionally, it is thought that certain factors and personal characteristics can lessen 

the magnitude of the difference between TV viewers and non-TV viewers with respect to 

the relationship between their incomes and their financial satisfaction.  Specifically, 
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having more education, coming from an urban environment, and claiming to have little 

trust in television are characteristics that should help television viewers to understand that 

the wealth levels portrayed in the virtual world of television may not accurately reflect 

reality.  Accordingly, one would expect the TV*finsat interaction coefficient to be 

negative and larger (in absolute terms) for the sub-sets of individuals that have higher 

levels of confidence in television, lower educations, and rural backgrounds.  These 

predictions are based on theories about how to cultivate sophisticated television viewers 

put fourth in the 2005 paper by Shrum, Burroughs, and Rindfleisch titled, “Television’s 

Cultivation of Material Values.”   

 

Hypothesis 2 – The extent of television viewing is negatively related to happiness.   

Theory suggests that television’s relationship to happiness works through its 

impact on financial satisfaction.  So this hypothesis will test the direction, strength, and 

significance of financial satisfaction as a contributor (among several others) to happiness.  

The model will look specifically to see whether the level of television viewing plays a 

significant interactive role in the financial satisfaction/happiness relationship.   

Theoretical Mode 2 & Predicted signs: 

Happiness  = β0 + β2 Employment Status – unemployed (-) + β3 Health -- good 

health (+)  +  β4 Religious (+) +  β5  Children (+ ) + β6  Married (+)  

+ β7  Educ (-) + β8  AdAge (-) +  β9 SrAge (+) + β10 Male (-) + β11 Finsat  (+) +  

β12  Tvview (-) + β13  Finsat * Tvview Interaction (+) 

Note: Predicted relationship is in parentheses following the variable.  

The predicted signs are based upon the empirical research of Bruni and Stanca 

(2006). 
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Findings 

Model 1 was designed to ascertain the strength direction and significance of 

factors hypothesized to have an effect on one’s financial satisfaction. The variable of 

specific interest to this study is the interaction term “tvinc” -- defined as the product of 

one’s self reported income decile (with 10 representing the most wealthy) and a dummy 

variable indicating whether that individual views a good deal of television ( 3 or more 

hours per day) or not.  One’s level of income can certainly be expected to be a strong and 

positive predictor of one’s overall feeling of financial satisfaction.  What is of more 

interest is the question of whether or not one’s consumption of television programming 

will have a moderating effect on that correlation.  It was hypothesized that television 

viewing would indeed have this effect because it exposes individuals to a standard of 

wealth that will almost always 

be higher than those of the 

viewer.  Because viewers will 

then judge their own income in 

relation to this artificially 

elevated baseline, they will feel 

less satisfied with their own, real 

life, level of income, regardless 

of what that income level is.   

The results from the 

OLS regression support the 

aforementioned hypothesis.    

Dependent Variable: finsat (1-10)

Coef. t P>t

incdec 0.2515 44.80 0.0000

tvviewc 0.1936 4.72 0.0000

inctv -0.0819 -10.26 0.0000

saved 1.4005 52.32 0.0000

fallbehind -0.2549 -10.86 0.0000

unemploy -0.5504 -15.04 0.0000

marry 0.0817 3.25 0.0010

health2 1.0576 50.71 0.0000

kids -0.2260 -8.30 0.0000

_cons 3.5092 96.20 0.0000

Number of obs 62354

F 1586.36

Prob > F 0

R-squared 0.1863

OLS Coefficients for Model of Determinants of 

Financial Satisfaction
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One’s actual income (incdec) has a strong and significant positive correlation on financial 

satisfaction.  However, television viewing, when interacted with income, diminished that 

positive association.  An interpretation of these results showed that on average, holding 

other factors constant, a one unit increase in income will result in a rise in financial 

satisfaction that is diminished by nearly one-third for heavy to moderate consumers of 

television.    

The results for the other variables in this model were all statistically significant 

and support the forecasted outcomes.  For example, coming from a household that was 

able to save money in the past year (compared to a base group of those that had neutral 

levels of savings during that time) correlated strongly with increased levels of financial 

satisfaction.  Predictably, the opposite situation – coming from a household that had to 

use savings or borrow money – correlated with negative feelings of financial satisfaction. 

Being unemployed also showed an association with depressed levels of financial 

satisfaction.  Being married, a condition that is often associated with some measure of 

financial security, exhibited a positive correlation with financial satisfaction.  Having 

children or being in poor health (not:e poor health would represent the opposite 

incarnation of the health variable tested in the model) are states in which an individual 

can often have additional expenses, so was no surprise that the regression results indicate 

that they would have negative associations with one’s sense of financial satisfaction3.  

                                                
3 An explanation of the results with respect to the variable associated with television 
viewing (outside of its effect in the interaction) was left out of the body of this discussion 
because its literal interpretation is nonsensical.  However, when the model is run without 
the interaction term, this variable produces a statistically significant result (t=-8.74) 
indicating that, holding other variables constant, moderate to heavy TV viewers will be 
on average .17 (on a scale of 1-10) less financially satisfied than their counterparts that 
watch little or no television.  (See Appendix B for regression results.) 
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The overall model was shown to have statistically significant predictive powers 

that were in the same range as other similar models used in related research papers.  

Diagnostic tests (see Appendix A and B) indicated that the model did exhibit some 

problems with heteroskedasticity.  However, the coefficients for every variable remained 

highly significant even while using robust standard errors.  The fact that the dependent 

variable is technically categorical (not interval/ratio) would typically require that this 

regression be carried out using an Ordered Logit approach.  However, because the 

Ordered Logit and OLS results were similar, and because OLS is both more easily 

interpreted, and conducive to a wider range of diagnostic tests, the OLS results are 

reported here.  (See Appendix B for the Ordered Logit results)  

Having established the presence of a relationship that could support the 

hypothesis that an individual’s financial satisfaction can be deflated through television 

consumption, (because they are using it exaggerated depictions of material wealth as a 

baseline for assessing their own real-world wealth) it seems logical to extended the 

inquiry one step further, by looking for evidence that credulousness with respect to the 

“virtual world” of television might be playing a role in moderating the strength of 

television’s effects on one’s relative wealth assessment.  The underlying hypothesis here 

is that more sophisticated, less credulous, viewers could be expected to be more 

cognizant of the fact that wealth depictions in television are unrealistic and, as a result, be 

less susceptible to feeling bad about their own financial status when it fails to measure up 

to the prosperity seen in the lives of television characters    

 This report seeks to operationalize and test this notion of “viewer sophistication” 

or “credulousness” using three separate proxy variables.  The first of these is education.  
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The assumption here is that more educated viewers will be more likely to understand that 

the “virtual world” in television programming is unrealistic and therefore either discount 

its wealth depictions or turn elsewhere for information upon which they can compute 

their relative wealth.  The second proxy is based on the differences between urban and 

rural viewers.  In this case, the expectation is that rural viewers, having had less exposure 

to the outside world, will have less information that they could use to test the validity of 

the wealth depicted in television programming.  As a result, they can be expected to be 

more credulous with respect to the wealth depictions conveyed in television 

programming.  The third proxy makes use of a question in the survey that asks 

individuals to self-report their level of trust in television programming.  Because of its 

self-reported nature, this is not a perfect measure of credulousness with respect to 

television but it can capture at least part of this characteristic.  It is expected that the 

financial satisfaction of viewers with little or no trust in television will be less affected 

when they observe disparities between their actual income and the wealth depictions in 

the programming.   

 Because the variable of interest is still the interaction term (the product of one’s 

income decile and one’s television viewing level) which is comprised of categorical 

variables, it is not feasible to examine the effects of these new variables (education, trust 

in TV, and an urban vs. rural background) by simply adding them to the model.  Instead, 

the approach undertaken involved running separate regression models for the two 

different sub-divisions of the sample (one displaying, and the other lacking, the 

characteristic in question) and comparing the results.  Chow Tests (documented in 
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Appendix E) indicate that each of the sub-samples used in this report are statistically 

different enough from each-other to merit the use of separate interpretations.   

 Starting with education, the results reveal that, while both more educated 

individuals (those that had at least completed a secondary education) and less educated 

individuals got less financial satisfaction from their income if they were moderate to 

heavy consumers of television, this negative correlation was smaller for those that were 

more educated.    
 

Dependent Variable: finsat (1-10)

Coef. t P>t Coef. t P>t Coef. t P>t

incdec 0.2515 44.80 0.0000 0.2374 24.33 0.0000 0.2620 35.61 0.0000

tvviewc 0.1936 4.72 0.0000 0.2435 3.91 0.0000 0.1618 2.80 0.0050

inctv -0.0819 -10.26 0.0000 -0.1032 -7.61 0.0000 -0.0719 -6.83 0.0000

saved 1.4005 52.32 0.0000 1.4431 33.01 0.0000 1.3768 39.37 0.0000

fallbehind -0.2549 -10.86 0.0000 -0.3146 -8.60 0.0000 -0.1957 -6.16 0.0000

unemploy -0.5504 -15.04 0.0000 -0.5142 -9.51 0.0000 -0.5226 -10.17 0.0000

marry 0.0817 3.25 0.0010 0.1040 2.74 0.0060 0.0711 2.05 0.0400

health2 1.0576 50.71 0.0000 0.9039 28.40 0.0000 1.2152 41.98 0.0000

kids -0.2260 -8.30 0.0000 -0.1004 -2.27 0.0230 -0.2916 -8.07 0.0000

_cons 3.5092 96.20 0.0000 3.5166 60.23 0.0000 3.4089 68.64 0.0000

Number of obs 62354 26682 33446

F 1586.36 495.42 998.47

Prob > F 0 0 0

R-squared 0.1863 0.1432 0.2118

educ=0 educ=1full model

OLS Coefficients for Models Predicitng Differential Effects of Education On Determinants of 

Financial Satisfaction

 
 
 Separate regressions for urban and rural residents produced mixed results.  As 

forecasted, the rural individuals that consumed moderate to high levels of television 

gained even less financial satisfaction from their income than their complementary cohort 

in the overall population.  The urban group, however, did not exhibit any statistically 

significant indication that moderate to high television viewers got any less financial 

satisfaction from their income than those that watched little or no television.   
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 In this case, the model’s failure to produce robust results can be attributed 

primarily to the simple fact that an urban/rural divide is at best a very indirect proxy for 

viewer sophistication.  It is also possible that statistical significance was muddied as a 

result of some relationships not accounted for in the model between television viewing 

habits, or even availability, and an urban or rural background.  Finally, it could easily be 

argued that the cosmopolitanism of any particular place has little do with whether or not 

it has the 10,000 plus inhabitants that was used as a cut-off point in distinguishing urban 

from rural locations.  
 

 
Separate regressions for those with and without confidence in television showed 

that for both groups, higher levels of television consumption had an erosive relationship 

with the financial satisfaction that one gets from their income.  However, as expected, 

that effect was smaller for individuals that had lower levels of confidence in television.   

Dependent Variable: finsat (1-10)

Coef. t P>t Coef. t P>t Coef. t P>t

incdec 0.2515 44.80 0.0000 0.3053 26.49 0.0000 0.1691 21.81 0.0000

tvviewc 0.1936 4.72 0.0000 0.2271 2.76 0.0060 -0.2471 -4.16 0.0000

inctv -0.0819 -10.26 0.0000 -0.1037 -6.04 0.0000 -0.0158 -1.46 0.1450

saved 1.4005 52.32 0.0000 1.5358 27.61 0.0000 1.2641 35.64 0.0000

fallbehind -0.2549 -10.86 0.0000 -0.3010 -6.11 0.0000 -0.1645 -4.94 0.0000

unemploy -0.5504 -15.04 0.0000 -0.4939 -6.87 0.0000 -0.5973 -11.58 0.0000

marry 0.0817 3.25 0.0010 0.1288 2.46 0.0140 0.1370 3.98 0.0000

health2 1.0576 50.71 0.0000 0.9021 21.35 0.0000 1.1477 39.30 0.0000

kids -0.2260 -8.30 0.0000 -0.2636 -4.57 0.0000 -0.2705 -7.27 0.0000

_cons 3.5092 96.20 0.0000 3.0864 42.46 0.0000 4.1008 77.14 0.0000

Number of obs 62354 14165 33378

F 1586.36 433.97 713.26

Prob > F 0 0 0

R-squared 0.1863 0.2163 0.1613

 urbanfull model rural

OLS Coefficients for Models Predicitng Differential Effects of an Urban or Rural Place of Residence 

On Determinants of Financial Satisfaction
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Model 2 was designed to test a hypothesis which postulates that moderate to high 

consumption of television could be associated with more materialistic tendencies among 

people.  Just as with Model 1, the categorical nature of the dependent variable would 

initially indicate that the regression should be carried out with the Ordered Logit produce.  

However, because the Ordered Logit results were similar to those produced using OLS, 

and because it allows for more complete diagnostic tests, the OLS regression results were 

used in the body of this report. (See Appendix D for the Ordered Logit results) 

Dependent Variable: finsat (1-10)

Coef. t P>t Coef. t P>t Coef. t P>t

incdec 0.2515 44.80 0.0000 0.2191 28.78 0.0000 0.2703 30.73 0.0000

tvviewc 0.1936 4.72 0.0000 0.0515 0.89 0.3750 0.2793 4.60 0.0000

inctv -0.0819 -10.26 0.0000 -0.0663 -6.02 0.0000 -0.0879 -7.23 0.0000

saved 1.4005 52.32 0.0000 1.4631 39.66 0.0000 1.3543 32.56 0.0000

fallbehind -0.2549 -10.86 0.0000 -0.3320 -10.21 0.0000 -0.1360 -3.83 0.0000

unemploy -0.5504 -15.04 0.0000 -0.6296 -12.28 0.0000 -0.4593 -8.47 0.0000

marry 0.0817 3.25 0.0010 0.0568 1.65 0.0990 0.1030 2.69 0.0070

health2 1.0576 50.71 0.0000 1.0576 36.37 0.0000 1.0605 33.59 0.0000

kids -0.2260 -8.30 0.0000 -0.2312 -6.26 0.0000 -0.2381 -5.68 0.0000

_cons 3.5092 96.20 0.0000 3.7195 73.55 0.0000 3.3668 60.35 0.0000

Number of obs 62354 31864 27623

F 1586.36 856.74 633.4

Prob > F 0 0 0

R-squared 0.1863 0.1949 0.1711

 md_to_hi_tvcon=1full model no_to_lo_tvcon=1

OLS Coefficients for Models Predicitng Differential Effects of Confidence in Television on 

Determinants of Financial Satisfaction
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The variable of particular interest in this report is the interaction term (tvfin) 

which, is a product of financial satisfaction (measured on a 1-10 scale) and television 

viewing (measured as dummy variable with 1 representing viewing mid to high levels of 

television consumption).  The hypothesis is that gains in financial satisfaction will relate 

to positive contributions to happiness, and that this relationship will be even further 

amplified among individuals who consume significant amounts of television.   

This hypothesis was not supported in the empirical data, as the interaction term 

was not statistically significant.  This result is not particularly surprising because the 

model described here represents only an indirect way of testing for materialism.  That is, 

arguing that television exaggerates material wealth, and watching more of it can lead the 

viewer to place increasing 

importance on financial wealth, is a 

poor proxy for materialism.  At 

best, one could have hoped to detect 

a small part of the materialism 

construct through the use of a proxy 

mechanism.  Given the fact that this 

relationship was unlikely to be very 

large even if it had been directly 

measured, it seems likely that the 

proxy measure was simply 

drowned-out by the much larger 

effects of other variables in this 

Dependent Variable: happy_one (1-4)

Coef. t P>t

unemploy -0.0620 -6.72 0.0000

health2 0.3528 61.35 0.0000

relig 0.1002 17.20 0.0000

kids -0.0214 -2.72 0.0070

marry 0.1865 27.88 0.0000

educ 0.0495 9.14 0.0000

yadage -0.0780 -8.63 0.0000

adage -0.1228 -13.21 0.0000

srage -0.1398 -13.99 0.0000

male -0.0183 -3.44 0.0000

finsat 0.0874 66.23 0.0000

tvviewc 0.0126 1.11 0.2690

tvfin -0.0013 -0.67 0.5030

_cons 2.2092 179.73 0.0000

Number of obs 64558

F 1410.28

Prob > F 0

R-squared 0.2212

OLS Coefficients for Model of Determinants of 

Happiness
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model. 

 

Limitations and Suggestions for Future Research 

One obvious limitation is a result of the lack of variables directly measuring 

materialism.  Presumably, if a more direct measure of this concept were available, the 

relationship between television viewing materialism and happiness could be understood 

with more certainty.  Similarly, not having a direct measure of income trajectory may 

have created some omitted variable bias in Model 1, which could also explain its positive 

results in diagnostic tests for model misspecification.  A different source of data could at 

least partially address this limitation.  Specifically, the Gallup World Poll, which has 

been cited in the related literature as a superior study in terms of methodology, depth, and 

breadth (Steverson &Wolfers, 2008), would appear to be a good choice.  Unfortunately, 

access to the World Poll data comes only at a very high price. 

The fact that the World Values Survey is cross section in nature also imposes its 

own set of limitations.  One must assume that more robust measurements of the 

hypothesized effects could be derived from panel data.  Using panel data, it would be 

interesting to see if specific individuals react differently to television viewing over time.  

For instance, it could reasonably be hypothesized that an individual’s, or even a culture’s, 

impressionability with respect to the messages of television may first grow with 

increasing exposure and then diminish as familiarity reveals some of the exaggeration 

that is involved in most TV programming.   

Finally, it would be useful to study how the results produced would compare to 

those produced in a study that is able to segregate between different kind of television 

programming (fiction vs. news or locally produced vs. Western programming, for 
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example) or between television and other kinds of global media (such as movies or 

internet content).   

 

Policy Implications  

The results from this research could have important policy implications.  First, it 

helps policy makers know with greater certainty that television viewing may actually be 

contributing to unhappiness.  It also helps them understand that people can be sensitive to 

cues about relative wealth coming from a wide variety of sources.    

If evidence continues to indicate that those assertions are true, and assuming that 

the goal of improving societal happiness is understood to be inherently good, the next 

logical step for policy makers would be to devise interventions that would lessen the 

negative effects of watching television.  In order for those interventions to be effective, it 

will be important for their creators to understand the mechanics of the process that they 

hope to intervene in.  This paper will help to further that goal by increasing knowledge 

about the nature and extent of television’s impacts on our perceptions of both, relative 

wealth, and materialism.   

This paper also contributes to our understanding of how, specifically, those 

interventions might be made.  If being a more sophisticated, or critical television viewer 

seems to attenuate the severity of the effect that television viewing has on individual 

wealth perceptions, and if at least some of the characteristics that make one a more 

sophisticated viewer are learned, then it may be possible to develop policies that are 

designed to cultivate more critical television viewers (Shrum, L.J., Burroughs, J., 

Rindfleisch 2005).   
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Similar results might be achieved by modifying the content of television 

programming.  For instance, it might be useful to promote a greater emphasis on 

indigenous television programming.  Presumably the material wealth displayed in media 

produced closer to home (as opposed to exported Western media) will be more in line 

with local financial norms and therefore produce less unhappiness as a result of relative 

deprivation.   

One can also assume that certain types of programs have varying degrees of 

impact on the wealth perceptions of its viewers.  Some kinds of shows might have 

stronger socializing effects and more materialistic messaging than other kinds of 

programs.  It could be useful to consider implementing policies that could attempt to 

block or slow the export of the most pernicious programming, especially to more 

unsophisticated or poorer television markets.  At the very least, there could be efforts to 

promote more balance in the kinds of programs that are exported.  
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Appendix A 
Diagnostic Tests on Missing Variables – Comparison Of Means 
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Of the 84,887 observations in the complete 1995 Wave of the World Values 

Survey, Model 1 utilizes 62,354 in its regression analysis.  22,533 observations, about 

26% of the full sample, were excluded because they were missing, or had unusable data 

for, at least one variable used in the model.  An analysis of the information that is 

provided about those excluded observations shows that they exhibited generally lower 

mean values for inclusion in the “saved” category of household income, lower levels of 

parenthood, and higher levels of unemployment.  While it is unfortunate that the 

observations used in this research may differ slightly from the overall sample, the 

characteristics of the missing observations do not depict a group that, had it been 

included, would significantly change this paper’s findings.  Overall, its numbers are still 

relatively small and the in most instances the story told in the discrepancies are usually 

contradicted by the characteristics exhibited in other, related variables – leading one to 

deduce that much of the differentiation is probably random.  (For instance, lower saving 

and higher unemployment might lead one to think the group contributing to the missing 

observations might represent poorer people.  Yet, this group’s mean values for variables 

like income decile and financial satisfaction were, in places, above the mean of the 

overall sample.)   

Model 2 utilized 64,558 observations and excluded 20,329.  An analysis of the 

characteristics of the excluded observations shows that they tended to be from a group 

that was disproportionately: in poor health, unemployed, and belonging to the youngest 

age category.  The exclusion of this group from the study, however, seems very unlikely 

to have produced any significant biases in the results of this paper.  The missing, or 
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otherwise unusable, observations were rather widely diffused across the range of 

variables used in the model and do not paint a picture of a group with characteristics that 

would, in theory, behave differently to with respect to the hypothesized mechanism at 

work in Model 2.   
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Appendix B 
Model 1 OLS &Ordered Logit Regression Results and Diagnostics for 
Multicoliniarity, Heteroscedasticity, and Model Misspecification 
 
Pair-wise Correlation Test for Multicoliniarity 
 
             |   finsat   incdec  tvviewc    inctv    saved fallbe~d unemploy 
-------------+--------------------------------------------------------------- 
      finsat |   1.0000  
      incdec |   0.2860   1.0000  
     tvviewc |  -0.0517  -0.0141   1.0000  
       inctv |   0.0528   0.3987   0.7963   1.0000  
       saved |   0.2959   0.2453  -0.0354   0.0515   1.0000  
  fallbehind |  -0.1374  -0.1022   0.0031  -0.0313  -0.2927   1.0000  
    unemploy |  -0.0898  -0.1113   0.0745   0.0123  -0.0581   0.0446   1.0000  
       marry |   0.0029   0.1004  -0.0286   0.0291  -0.0070   0.0120  -0.1016  
     health2 |   0.2541   0.1705  -0.0299   0.0224   0.1463  -0.0766   0.0155  
        kids |  -0.0768  -0.0374  -0.0150  -0.0168  -0.0619   0.0410  -0.0978  
 
             |    marry  health2     kids 
-------------+--------------------------- 
       marry |   1.0000  
     health2 |  -0.0467   1.0000  
        kids |   0.5521  -0.1522   1.0000  

 
VIF test for Multicoliniarity 
    Variable |       VIF       1/VIF   
-------------+---------------------- 
       inctv |      5.08    0.196741 
     tvviewc |      4.28    0.233865 
      incdec |      2.00    0.500103 
        kids |      1.46    0.683115 
       marry |      1.45    0.690568 
       saved |      1.19    0.839183 
  fallbehind |      1.11    0.903438 
     health2 |      1.07    0.936527 
    unemploy |      1.03    0.967124 
-------------+---------------------- 
    Mean VIF |      2.07 
We can use the vif command after the regression to check for 
multicollinearity. vif stands for variance inflation factor. As a rule 
of thumb, a variable whose VIF values are greater than 10 may merit 
further investigation. Tolerance, defined as 1/VIF, is used by many 
researchers to check on the degree of collinearity. A tolerance value 
lower than 0.1 is comparable to a VIF of 10. It means that the variable 
could be considered as a linear combination of other independent 
variables.4 
 
There are no significant multicoliniarity with Model 1.    

                                                
4 https://www.ats.ucla.edu/stat/stata/webbooks/reg/chapter2/statareg2.htm 
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OLS Regression Results 
 
      Source |       SS       df       MS              Number of obs =   62354 
-------------+------------------------------           F(  9, 62344) = 1586.36 
       Model |  87286.5931     9  9698.51035           Prob > F      =  0.0000 
    Residual |  381152.031 62344  6.11369228           R-squared     =  0.1863 
-------------+------------------------------           Adj R-squared =  0.1862 
       Total |  468438.625 62353  7.51268783           Root MSE      =  2.4726 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
      finsat |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
      incdec |   .2514877   .0056141    44.80   0.000      .240484    .2624913 
     tvviewc |   .1936046   .0409974     4.72   0.000     .1132496    .2739595 
       inctv |  -.0819043   .0079812   -10.26   0.000    -.0975476   -.0662611 
       saved |   1.400466    .026767    52.32   0.000     1.348002    1.452929 
  fallbehind |  -.2548799   .0234735   -10.86   0.000    -.3008881   -.2088718 
    unemploy |  -.5504055   .0365979   -15.04   0.000    -.6221375   -.4786735 
       marry |   .0816609   .0250964     3.25   0.001      .032472    .1308498 
     health2 |   1.057556   .0208554    50.71   0.000     1.016679    1.098433 
        kids |  -.2259763   .0272116    -8.30   0.000    -.2793111   -.1726416 
       _cons |   3.509209   .0364779    96.20   0.000     3.437712    3.580706 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
Breusch-Pagan / Cook-Weisberg test for heteroskedasticity  
         Ho: Constant variance 
         Variables: fitted values of finsat 
 
         chi2(1)      =   499.99 
         Prob > chi2  =   0.0000 
 
The [test on heteroskedasticity] given by hettest is the Breusch-Pagan 
test [which] tests the null hypothesis that the variance of the 
residuals is homogenous. Therefore, if the p-value is very small, we 
would have to reject the hypothesis and accept the alternative 
hypothesis that the variance is not homogenous. These tests are very 
sensitive to model assumptions, such as the assumption of normality. 
Therefore it is a common practice to combine the tests with diagnostic 
plots to make a judgment on the severity of the heteroscedasticity and 
to decide if any correction is needed for heteroscedasticity.5 
 
It appears that this model does suffer from heteroskedasticity.  Next it will be run using robust 
standard errors in order to test how seriously this heteroskedasticity is skewing the significance of 
its coefficients. 

                                                
5 https://www.ats.ucla.edu/stat/stata/webbooks/reg/chapter2/statareg2.htm 
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OLS Regression Results with Robust Standard Errors 
 
Number of obs =   62354 
F(  9, 62344) = 1909.69 
Prob > F      =  0.0000 
R-squared     =  0.1863 
Root MSE      =  2.4726 
 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
------- 
      finsat |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     
-------------+------------------------------------------- 
      incdec |   .2514877   .0056018    44.89   0.000       
     tvviewc |   .1936046   .0424038     4.57   0.000      
       inctv |  -.0819043    .007858   -10.42   0.000     
       saved |   1.400466   .0255326    54.85   0.000      
  fallbehind |  -.2548799   .0242946   -10.49   0.000    
    unemploy |  -.5504055   .0382386   -14.39   0.000     
       marry |   .0816609   .0258015     3.16   0.002       
     health2 |   1.057556   .0213298    49.58   0.000      
        kids |  -.2259763   .0275131    -8.21   0.000     
       _cons |   3.509209   .0373223    94.02   0.000     

 
Because it is still shown to be highly significant even after using robust standard errors, Model 1 
and its subsequent iterations can properly be interpreted despite some indications of 
heteroskedasticity. 
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Ramsey RESET test for model misspecification 
Ramsey RESET test using powers of the fitted values of finsat 
       Ho:  model has no omitted variables 
               F(3, 62341) =     23.20 
                  Prob > F =      0.0000 
The ovtest command performs another test of regression model 
specification. It performs a regression specification error test 
(RESET) for omitted variables. The idea behind ovtest is very similar 
to linktest. It also creates new variables based on the predictors and 
refits the model using those new variables to see if any of them would 
be significant. 6 
 
These results, and the similar ones produced in relation to the various other iterations of Model 1 
listed below do indicate that the model suffers from some specification errors.  Given the nature 
of the variables (mostly dummy and categorical variables) it seems unlikely that the 
misspecification is emerging as a result of the need for some variables needing to be expressed in 
their quadratic or logged forms.  It is more likely that the misspecification is being caused by 
omitted variable bias.  Specifically, it seems likely that the variables relating to household savings 
(that are included in the model) are only capturing a small part of what is known to be a strong 
determinant of financial satisfaction, that is, income trajectory.  Unfortunately, the survey does 
not provide any questions that more directly address the question of whether the individual has 
experienced an overall loss of wealth or a gain.  Still, the results of the model were very robust.  
This implies that even if a better measure of income trajectory or other omitted variables were 
added, the results of the existing independent variables would remain significant.       

                                                
6 Ibid 
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Ordered LOGIT Regression Results 

. ologit finsat  incdec tvviewc inctv saved fallbehind unemploy marry health2 
kids 
 
Iteration 0:   log likelihood = -140639.01 
Iteration 1:   log likelihood = -134239.78 
Iteration 2:   log likelihood = -134133.13 
Iteration 3:   log likelihood =    -134133 
 
Ordered logistic regression                       Number of obs   =      62354 
                                                  LR chi2(9)      =   13012.01 
                                                  Prob > chi2     =     0.0000 
Log likelihood =    -134133                       Pseudo R2       =     0.0463 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
      finsat |      Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
      incdec |     .18408   .0040527    45.42   0.000     .1761368    .1920232 
     tvviewc |   .1690007   .0294528     5.74   0.000     .1112742    .2267272 
       inctv |  -.0607876   .0056512   -10.76   0.000    -.0718637   -.0497115 
       saved |   .9604519   .0190358    50.46   0.000     .9231425    .9977613 
  fallbehind |  -.1871029   .0167723   -11.16   0.000     -.219976   -.1542299 
    unemploy |  -.4015653   .0264025   -15.21   0.000    -.4533132   -.3498174 
       marry |   .0619623    .017914     3.46   0.001     .0268515    .0970731 
     health2 |   .7470354   .0150401    49.67   0.000     .7175573    .7765135 
        kids |  -.1649741   .0193138    -8.54   0.000    -.2028285   -.1271196 
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
       /cut1 |  -.8263385   .0271177                     -.8794882   -.7731887 
       /cut2 |  -.3420146   .0266231                      -.394195   -.2898343 
       /cut3 |   .2683049   .0264516                      .2164607    .3201492 
       /cut4 |   .7421418   .0265561                      .6900927    .7941909 
       /cut5 |   1.485075   .0270521                      1.432053    1.538096 
       /cut6 |   2.009352   .0276087                       1.95524    2.063464 
       /cut7 |   2.629093   .0284494                      2.573333    2.684852 
       /cut8 |   3.436402   .0298918                      3.377815    3.494989 
       /cut9 |   3.979123   .0312462                      3.917882    4.040365 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
Although Ordered Logit is often used on a categorical dependent variable, it is common practice 
to use OLS in cases where the dependent variable covers a relatively wide range of categories 
(here 1-10).  This is especially the case when the two approaches produce similar results.  Here, 
those similar results are displaeyd.  All of the imporant variables exhibit similar signes and 
statistical significance.   
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Linktest for Model Misspecification 
 
Iteration 0:   log likelihood = -140639.01 
Iteration 1:   log likelihood = -134202.21 
Iteration 2:   log likelihood = -134089.81 
Iteration 3:   log likelihood = -134089.69 
 
Ordered logistic regression                       Number of obs   =      62354 
                                                  LR chi2(2)      =   13098.65 
                                                  Prob > chi2     =     0.0000 
Log likelihood = -134089.69                       Pseudo R2       =     0.0466 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
      finsat |      Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
        _hat |   1.230664   .0264107    46.60   0.000       1.1789    1.282428 
      _hatsq |  -.0767836   .0082477    -9.31   0.000    -.0929488   -.0606183 
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
       /cut1 |  -.7197768   .0187299                     -.7564867   -.6830669 
       /cut2 |  -.2321707    .018213                     -.2678675   -.1964738 
       /cut3 |   .3826735    .018275                      .3468552    .4184919 
       /cut4 |   .8593433   .0186358                      .8228179    .8958688 
       /cut5 |    1.60431   .0194929                      1.566105    1.642516 
       /cut6 |   2.127726   .0202004                      2.088134    2.167318 
       /cut7 |   2.744369   .0211236                      2.702967     2.78577 
       /cut8 |   3.546526   .0226986                      3.502037    3.591014 
       /cut9 |   4.086863   .0243174                      4.039202    4.134524 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
The variable _hat should be a statistically significant predictor, 
since it is the predicted value from the model. This will be the case 
unless the model is completely misspecified. On the other hand, if our 
model is properly specified, variable _hatsq shouldn't have much 
predictive power except by chance. Therefore, if _hatsq is significant, 
then the linktest is significant. This usually means that either we 
have omitted relevant variable(s) or our link function is not correctly 
specified.7 
 

OLS Regression Results without Interaction Term 

       _cons      3. 808115   . 0382805    99. 48   0. 000     3. 733084    3. 883145
        k i ds     - . 2727857   . 0314334    - 8. 68   0. 000    - . 3343955   - . 2111759
     heal t h2     1. 110377   . 0241262    46. 02   0. 000     1. 063089    1. 157665
       mar r y     . 0993811   . 0288623     3. 44   0. 001     . 0428105    . 1559516
    unempl oy    - . 5828643   . 0421913   - 13. 81   0. 000    - . 6655597   - . 5001688
  f a l l behi nd     - . 181484   . 0277591    - 6. 54   0. 000    - . 2358922   - . 1270758
       s aved     1. 351436   . 0300218    45. 02   0. 000     1. 292593    1. 410279
     t vvi ewc    - . 2591557   . 0229871   - 11. 27   0. 000    - . 3042107   - . 2141007
      i ncdec     . 2002748   . 0047939    41. 78   0. 000     . 1908786     . 209671
                                                                              
      f i ns at         Coef .    St d.  Er r .       t     P>| t |      [95% Conf .  I nter val ]
                                                                              

       Tot al     360739. 117 47542  7. 58779852           Root MSE      =  2. 4931
                                                       Adj  R- squar ed =  0. 1809
    Resi dual     295445. 562 47534  6. 21545761           R- squar ed     =  0. 1810
       Model     65293. 5553     8  8161. 69441           Pr ob > F      =  0. 0000
                                                       F(   8,  47534)  = 1313. 13
      Sour ce         SS       df        MS              Number  of  obs  =   47543

.  r eg f i ns at   i ncdec t vvi ewc  s aved f a l l behi nd unempl oy mar r y heal t h2 k i ds

 

                                                
7 http://www.ats.ucla.edu/stat/stata/webbooks/logistic/chapter3/statalog3.htm 
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Appendix C 

Model 1 Regression Results and Diagnostics for Multicoliniarity, 
Heteroscedasticity, and Model Misspecification for Various Sub-Groups of 
Population 

For Viewers with Some to Great Confidence in TV 
 
Pair-wise Correlation Test for Multicoliniarity 
 pwcorr finsat  incdec tvviewc inctv saved fallbehind unemploy marry health2 
kids if     md_to_hi_tvcon==1 
 
             |   finsat   incdec  tvviewc    inctv    saved fallbe~d unemploy 
-------------+--------------------------------------------------------------- 
      finsat |   1.0000  
      incdec |   0.2825   1.0000  
     tvviewc |  -0.0337  -0.0015   1.0000  
       inctv |   0.0789   0.4394   0.7789   1.0000  
       saved |   0.2670   0.2319  -0.0206   0.0671   1.0000  
  fallbehind |  -0.1114  -0.0932  -0.0031  -0.0411  -0.2852   1.0000  
    unemploy |  -0.0795  -0.1130   0.0661   0.0044  -0.0529   0.0326   1.0000  
       marry |   0.0035   0.0987  -0.0364   0.0257  -0.0152   0.0099  -0.1098  
     health2 |   0.2421   0.1502  -0.0264   0.0291   0.1244  -0.0686   0.0191  
        kids |  -0.0732  -0.0248  -0.0178  -0.0191  -0.0615   0.0292  -0.1110  
 
             |    marry  health2     kids 
-------------+--------------------------- 
       marry |   1.0000  
     health2 |  -0.0557   1.0000  
        kids |   0.5674  -0.1601   1.0000  
 

VIF test for Multicoliniarity 
. vif 
    Variable |       VIF       1/VIF   
-------------+---------------------- 
       inctv |      5.03    0.198783 
     tvviewc |      4.06    0.246211 
      incdec |      2.10    0.476109 
        kids |      1.48    0.673838 
       marry |      1.47    0.681388 
       saved |      1.16    0.860242 
  fallbehind |      1.10    0.912606 
     health2 |      1.06    0.942627 
    unemploy |      1.04    0.964991 
-------------+---------------------- 
    Mean VIF |      2.06 
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OLS Regression Results 
. reg finsat  incdec tvviewc inctv saved fallbehind unemploy marry health2 kids 
if     md_to_hi_tvcon==1 
 
      Source |       SS       df       MS              Number of obs =   27623 
-------------+------------------------------           F(  9, 27613) =  633.40 
       Model |  35786.4775     9  3976.27528           Prob > F      =  0.0000 
    Residual |  173346.041 27613  6.27769678           R-squared     =  0.1711 
-------------+------------------------------           Adj R-squared =  0.1708 
       Total |  209132.519 27622  7.57123013           Root MSE      =  2.5055 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
      finsat |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
      incdec |   .2703301   .0087979    30.73   0.000     .2530857    .2875744 
     tvviewc |   .2793384   .0607641     4.60   0.000     .1602377     .398439 
       inctv |  -.0879403   .0121559    -7.23   0.000    -.1117665   -.0641142 
       saved |   1.354328   .0415977    32.56   0.000     1.272795    1.435862 
  fallbehind |  -.1360042   .0354916    -3.83   0.000    -.2055695   -.0664388 
    unemploy |  -.4593411   .0542395    -8.47   0.000    -.5656533   -.3530289 
       marry |   .1030401   .0382575     2.69   0.007     .0280535    .1780266 
     health2 |   1.060501   .0315687    33.59   0.000     .9986247    1.122377 
        kids |  -.2380686   .0418852    -5.68   0.000    -.3201657   -.1559715 
       _cons |    3.36676   .0557867    60.35   0.000     3.257415    3.476105 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Breusch-Pagan / Cook-Weisberg test for heteroskedasticity  
         Ho: Constant variance 
         Variables: fitted values of finsat 
 
         chi2(1)      =   175.65 
         Prob > chi2  =   0.0000 
 

Ramsey RESET test for model misspecification 
. ovtest 
Ramsey RESET test using powers of the fitted values of finsat 
       Ho:  model has no omitted variables 
               F(3, 27610) =      7.10 
                  Prob > F =      0.0001 
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For Viewers with Little to No Confidence in TV 
 
Pair-wise Correlation Test for Multicoliniarity 
pwcorr finsat  incdec tvviewc inctv saved fallbehind unemploy marry health2 
kids if     no_to_lo_tvcon==1 
 
             |   finsat   incdec  tvviewc    inctv    saved fallbe~d unemploy 
-------------+--------------------------------------------------------------- 
      finsat |   1.0000  
      incdec |   0.2762   1.0000  
     tvviewc |  -0.0760  -0.0341   1.0000  
       inctv |   0.0223   0.3652   0.8057   1.0000  
       saved |   0.3176   0.2656  -0.0570   0.0304   1.0000  
  fallbehind |  -0.1576  -0.1026   0.0079  -0.0222  -0.3108   1.0000  
    unemploy |  -0.0985  -0.1079   0.0797   0.0173  -0.0628   0.0530   1.0000  
       marry |  -0.0038   0.0945  -0.0166   0.0371  -0.0106   0.0177  -0.0902  
     health2 |   0.2599   0.1816  -0.0440   0.0078   0.1606  -0.0826   0.0117  
        kids |  -0.0835  -0.0352  -0.0082  -0.0117  -0.0814   0.0443  -0.0913  
 
             |    marry  health2     kids 
-------------+--------------------------- 
       marry |   1.0000  
     health2 |  -0.0438   1.0000  
        kids |   0.5496  -0.1456   1.0000  
 

VIF test for Multicoliniarity 
. vif 
    Variable |       VIF       1/VIF   
-------------+---------------------- 
       inctv |      5.13    0.194968 
     tvviewc |      4.44    0.225005 
      incdec |      1.95    0.512845 
        kids |      1.44    0.696276 
       marry |      1.42    0.704076 
       saved |      1.22    0.822622 
  fallbehind |      1.12    0.894864 
     health2 |      1.07    0.932610 
    unemploy |      1.03    0.969252 
-------------+---------------------- 
    Mean VIF |      2.09 
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OLS Regression Results 
. reg finsat  incdec tvviewc inctv saved fallbehind unemploy marry health2 kids 
if     no_to_lo_tvcon==1 
 
      Source |       SS       df       MS              Number of obs =   31864 
-------------+------------------------------           F(  9, 31854) =  856.74 
       Model |  46361.5237     9  5151.28041           Prob > F      =  0.0000 
    Residual |  191526.049 31854  6.01262162           R-squared     =  0.1949 
-------------+------------------------------           Adj R-squared =  0.1947 
       Total |  237887.573 31863  7.46595025           Root MSE      =  2.4521 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
      finsat |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
      incdec |   .2191436   .0076155    28.78   0.000     .2042169    .2340703 
     tvviewc |   .0515036   .0580874     0.89   0.375      -.06235    .1653572 
       inctv |  -.0662821   .0110169    -6.02   0.000    -.0878758   -.0446885 
       saved |   1.463062   .0368911    39.66   0.000     1.390754     1.53537 
  fallbehind |  -.3320367   .0325324   -10.21   0.000    -.3958014    -.268272 
    unemploy |  -.6295907   .0512854   -12.28   0.000    -.7301121   -.5290694 
       marry |   .0568433   .0344577     1.65   0.099    -.0106952    .1243817 
     health2 |   1.057609   .0290817    36.37   0.000     1.000607     1.11461 
        kids |  -.2312308   .0369509    -6.26   0.000     -.303656   -.1588057 
       _cons |   3.719451   .0505716    73.55   0.000     3.620329    3.818573 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
------- 
 
Breusch-Pagan / Cook-Weisberg test for heteroskedasticity  
         Ho: Constant variance 
         Variables: fitted values of finsat 
 
         chi2(1)      =   290.13 
         Prob > chi2  =   0.0000 
 
Ramsey RESET test for model misspecification 
. ovtest 
Ramsey RESET test using powers of the fitted values of finsat 
       Ho:  model has no omitted variables 
               F(3, 31851) =     15.06 
                  Prob > F =      0.0000 
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For Urban Viewers 
 
Pair-wise Correlation Test for Multicoliniarity 
pwcorr finsat  incdec tvviewc inctv saved fallbehind unemploy marry health2 
kids if urban==1 
 
             |   finsat   incdec  tvviewc    inctv    saved fallbe~d unemploy 
-------------+--------------------------------------------------------------- 
      finsat |   1.0000  
      incdec |   0.2309   1.0000  
     tvviewc |  -0.0841  -0.0235   1.0000  
       inctv |   0.0191   0.3900   0.8069   1.0000  
       saved |   0.2740   0.2366  -0.0455   0.0399   1.0000  
  fallbehind |  -0.1174  -0.1071  -0.0032  -0.0432  -0.3158   1.0000  
    unemploy |  -0.0965  -0.1241   0.0662   0.0019  -0.0622   0.0441   1.0000  
       marry |   0.0050   0.1007  -0.0121   0.0412  -0.0134   0.0085  -0.0989  
     health2 |   0.2578   0.1538  -0.0519   0.0044   0.1507  -0.0679   0.0124  
        kids |  -0.0797  -0.0414   0.0059  -0.0071  -0.0771   0.0281  -0.0942  
 
             |    marry  health2     kids 
-------------+--------------------------- 
       marry |   1.0000  
     health2 |  -0.0488   1.0000  
        kids |   0.5455  -0.1544   1.0000  
 

VIF test for Multicoliniarity 
. vif 
    Variable |       VIF       1/VIF   
-------------+---------------------- 
       inctv |      5.53    0.180691 
     tvviewc |      4.69    0.213028 
      incdec |      2.05    0.487643 
        kids |      1.46    0.683036 
       marry |      1.45    0.691345 
       saved |      1.19    0.839557 
  fallbehind |      1.12    0.895402 
     health2 |      1.06    0.941370 
    unemploy |      1.03    0.968179 
-------------+---------------------- 
    Mean VIF |      2.18 
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OLS Regression Results 
. reg finsat  incdec tvviewc inctv saved fallbehind unemploy marry health2 kids 
if     urban==1 
 
      Source |       SS       df       MS              Number of obs =   33378 
-------------+------------------------------           F(  9, 33368) =  713.26 
       Model |  40358.1382     9  4484.23758           Prob > F      =  0.0000 
    Residual |  209783.095 33368  6.28695443           R-squared     =  0.1613 
-------------+------------------------------           Adj R-squared =  0.1611 
       Total |  250141.234 33377  7.49441932           Root MSE      =  2.5074 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
      finsat |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
      incdec |   .1690999   .0077528    21.81   0.000     .1539041    .1842957 
     tvviewc |  -.2471373   .0594782    -4.16   0.000    -.3637168   -.1305578 
       inctv |  -.0158221   .0108523    -1.46   0.145    -.0370929    .0054488 
       saved |   1.264126   .0354682    35.64   0.000     1.194607    1.333645 
  fallbehind |  -.1645098   .0333192    -4.94   0.000    -.2298167    -.099203 
    unemploy |  -.5973497   .0515654   -11.58   0.000    -.6984196   -.4962797 
       marry |   .1369632   .0344261     3.98   0.000     .0694869    .2044396 
     health2 |   1.147701   .0292023    39.30   0.000     1.090463    1.204938 
        kids |  -.2705394   .0372031    -7.27   0.000    -.3434587     -.19762 
       _cons |   4.100798   .0531589    77.14   0.000     3.996604    4.204991 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 

Breusch-Pagan / Cook-Weisberg test for heteroskedasticity  
         Ho: Constant variance 
 
         Variables: fitted values of finsat 
 
         chi2(1)      =   477.05 
         Prob > chi2  =   0.0000 
 
 
Ramsey RESET test for model misspecification 
Ramsey RESET test using powers of the fitted values of finsat 
       Ho:  model has no omitted variables 
               F(3, 33365) =      2.55 
                  Prob > F =      0.0540 
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For Rural Viewers 

 
Pair-wise Correlation Test for Multicoliniarity 
pwcorr finsat  incdec tvviewc inctv saved fallbehind unemploy marry health2 
kids if     urban==0 
 
             |   finsat   incdec  tvviewc    inctv    saved fallbe~d unemploy 
-------------+--------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
      finsat |   1.0000  
      incdec |   0.3274   1.0000  
     tvviewc |  -0.0409   0.0161   1.0000  
       inctv |   0.0664   0.3963   0.8021   1.0000  
       saved |   0.3351   0.2709  -0.0239   0.0575   1.0000  
  fallbehind |  -0.1409  -0.1031   0.0203  -0.0248  -0.2792   1.0000  
    unemploy |  -0.0942  -0.1035   0.0723   0.0155  -0.0774   0.0528   1.0000  
       marry |   0.0140   0.1037  -0.0344   0.0081   0.0076   0.0153  -0.1074  
     health2 |   0.2596   0.1900  -0.0055   0.0557   0.1798  -0.0788   0.0496  
        kids |  -0.0848  -0.0344  -0.0319  -0.0336  -0.0687   0.0372  -0.1104  
 
             |    marry  health2     kids 
-------------+--------------------------- 
       marry |   1.0000  
     health2 |  -0.0182   1.0000  
        kids |   0.5160  -0.1474   1.0000  
 

VIF test for Multicoliniarity 
    Variable |       VIF       1/VIF   
-------------+---------------------- 
       inctv |      4.80    0.208273 
     tvviewc |      4.05    0.247061 
      incdec |      1.87    0.535734 
        kids |      1.39    0.717037 
       marry |      1.38    0.725838 
       saved |      1.19    0.842914 
  fallbehind |      1.09    0.919663 
     health2 |      1.08    0.923210 
    unemploy |      1.04    0.958378 
-------------+---------------------- 
    Mean VIF |      1.99 
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OLS Regression Results 
. reg finsat  incdec tvviewc inctv saved fallbehind unemploy marry health2 kids 
if     urban==0 
 
      Source |       SS       df       MS              Number of obs =   14165 
-------------+------------------------------           F(  9, 14155) =  433.97 
       Model |  22669.8066     9   2518.8674           Prob > F      =  0.0000 
    Residual |  82158.3301 14155  5.80419146           R-squared     =  0.2163 
-------------+------------------------------           Adj R-squared =  0.2158 
       Total |  104828.137 14164  7.40102631           Root MSE      =  2.4092 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
      finsat |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
      incdec |   .3052883   .0115245    26.49   0.000     .2826987    .3278778 
     tvviewc |   .2270596   .0822683     2.76   0.006      .065803    .3883162 
       inctv |  -.1036827   .0171677    -6.04   0.000    -.1373337   -.0700318 
       saved |   1.535804   .0556272    27.61   0.000     1.426768    1.644841 
  fallbehind |  -.3009732   .0492886    -6.11   0.000    -.3975852   -.2043611 
    unemploy |  -.4939176   .0718942    -6.87   0.000    -.6348396   -.3529955 
       marry |   .1287979   .0522639     2.46   0.014     .0263538    .2312421 
     health2 |    .902094   .0422582    21.35   0.000     .8192624    .9849256 
        kids |  -.2636118   .0577163    -4.57   0.000    -.3767433   -.1504803 
       _cons |   3.086376   .0726831    42.46   0.000     2.943908    3.228845 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 

Breusch-Pagan / Cook-Weisberg test for heteroskedasticity  
         Ho: Constant variance 
         Variables: fitted values of finsat 
 
         chi2(1)      =     7.98 
         Prob > chi2  =   0.0047 
 
Ramsey RESET test for model misspecification 
Ramsey RESET test using powers of the fitted values of finsat 
       Ho:  model has no omitted variables 
               F(3, 14152) =     16.65 
                  Prob > F =      0.0000 
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For Educated Viewers 
 
Pair-wise Correlation Test for Multicoliniarity 
pwcorr finsat  incdec tvviewc inctv saved fallbehind unemploy marry 
health2 kids if     educ==1 
 
             |   finsat   incdec  tvviewc    inctv    saved fallbe~d unemploy 
-------------+--------------------------------------------------------------- 
      finsat |   1.0000  
      incdec |   0.3084   1.0000  
     tvviewc |  -0.0734  -0.0694   1.0000  
       inctv |   0.0408   0.3405   0.8066   1.0000  
       saved |   0.3074   0.2488  -0.0537   0.0370   1.0000  
  fallbehind |  -0.1446  -0.1176   0.0140  -0.0246  -0.3236   1.0000  
    unemploy |  -0.0898  -0.1288   0.0833   0.0100  -0.0549   0.0395   1.0000  
       marry |  -0.0085   0.1209  -0.0259   0.0299  -0.0078   0.0134  -0.1080  
     health2 |   0.2746   0.1576  -0.0447   0.0047   0.1463  -0.0764  -0.0043  
        kids |  -0.0818   0.0057  -0.0080  -0.0023  -0.0605   0.0417  -0.0963  
 
             |    marry  health2     kids 
-------------+--------------------------- 
       marry |   1.0000  
     health2 |  -0.0700   1.0000  
        kids |   0.6147  -0.1403   1.0000  
 

VIF test for Multicoliniarity 
 
    Variable |       VIF       1/VIF   
-------------+---------------------- 
       inctv |      5.24    0.190692 
     tvviewc |      4.66    0.214625 
      incdec |      1.99    0.503202 
       marry |      1.59    0.627398 
        kids |      1.59    0.627746 
       saved |      1.22    0.818644 
  fallbehind |      1.13    0.884896 
     health2 |      1.06    0.941038 
    unemploy |      1.03    0.966321 
-------------+---------------------- 
    Mean VIF |      2.17 
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OLS Regression Results 
. reg finsat  incdec tvviewc inctv saved fallbehind unemploy marry health2 kids 
if     educ==1 
 
      Source |       SS       df       MS              Number of obs =   33446 
-------------+------------------------------           F(  9, 33436) =  998.47 
       Model |  53569.2886     9  5952.14318           Prob > F      =  0.0000 
    Residual |  199320.899 33436  5.96126628           R-squared     =  0.2118 
-------------+------------------------------           Adj R-squared =  0.2116 
       Total |  252890.188 33445  7.56137504           Root MSE      =  2.4416 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
      finsat |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
      incdec |    .262017   .0073583    35.61   0.000     .2475945    .2764395 
     tvviewc |   .1617773   .0577683     2.80   0.005     .0485493    .2750052 
       inctv |  -.0719196   .0105345    -6.83   0.000    -.0925676   -.0512715 
       saved |   1.376831   .0349727    39.37   0.000     1.308283    1.445379 
  fallbehind |  -.1956628   .0317874    -6.16   0.000    -.2579672   -.1333585 
    unemploy |  -.5226493   .0513698   -10.17   0.000    -.6233358   -.4219627 
       marry |   .0711314   .0347091     2.05   0.040     .0031003    .1391625 
     health2 |   1.215234   .0289456    41.98   0.000       1.1585    1.271969 
        kids |  -.2915933   .0361248    -8.07   0.000    -.3623991   -.2207875 
       _cons |   3.408891    .049664    68.64   0.000     3.311548    3.506234 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 

Breusch-Pagan / Cook-Weisberg test for heteroskedasticity  
         Ho: Constant variance 
         Variables: fitted values of finsat 
 
         chi2(1)      =   314.90 
         Prob > chi2  =   0.0000 
 
Ramsey RESET test for model misspecification 
 
Ramsey RESET test using powers of the fitted values of finsat 
       Ho:  model has no omitted variables 
               F(3, 33433) =     26.02 
                  Prob > F =      0.0000 
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For Uneducated Viewers 
 
Pair-wise Correlation Test for Multicoliniarity 
. pwcorr finsat  incdec tvviewc inctv saved fallbehind unemploy marry health2 
kids if     educ==0 
 
             |   finsat   incdec  tvviewc    inctv    saved fallbe~d unemploy 
-------------+--------------------------------------------------------------- 
      finsat |   1.0000  
      incdec |   0.2244   1.0000  
     tvviewc |  -0.0286   0.0695   1.0000  
       inctv |   0.0535   0.4833   0.7901   1.0000  
       saved |   0.2696   0.2101  -0.0092   0.0624   1.0000  
  fallbehind |  -0.1256  -0.0849  -0.0116  -0.0393  -0.2579   1.0000  
    unemploy |  -0.0830  -0.0825   0.0682   0.0204  -0.0591   0.0497   1.0000  
       marry |   0.0365   0.1236  -0.0421   0.0295   0.0117   0.0092  -0.0998  
     health2 |   0.2151   0.1406  -0.0091   0.0367   0.1311  -0.0765   0.0419  
        kids |  -0.0391  -0.0262  -0.0353  -0.0308  -0.0392   0.0412  -0.1123  
 
             |    marry  health2     kids 
-------------+--------------------------- 
       marry |   1.0000  
     health2 |   0.0128   1.0000  
        kids |   0.4421  -0.1282   1.0000  
 

VIF test for Multicoliniarity 
    Variable |       VIF       1/VIF   
-------------+---------------------- 
       inctv |      5.26    0.190118 
     tvviewc |      4.05    0.246681 
      incdec |      2.09    0.478198 
        kids |      1.28    0.782925 
       marry |      1.27    0.787475 
       saved |      1.14    0.875943 
  fallbehind |      1.08    0.922299 
     health2 |      1.06    0.947150 
    unemploy |      1.04    0.964853 
-------------+---------------------- 
    Mean VIF |      2.03 
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OLS Regression Results 
. reg finsat  incdec tvviewc inctv saved fallbehind unemploy marry health2 kids 
if     educ==0 
 
      Source |       SS       df       MS              Number of obs =   26682 
-------------+------------------------------           F(  9, 26672) =  495.42 
       Model |   28439.479     9  3159.94211           Prob > F      =  0.0000 
    Residual |  170123.331 26672  6.37834923           R-squared     =  0.1432 
-------------+------------------------------           Adj R-squared =  0.1429 
       Total |   198562.81 26681  7.44210523           Root MSE      =  2.5255 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
      finsat |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
      incdec |   .2374423   .0097589    24.33   0.000     .2183143    .2565703 
     tvviewc |   .2435212   .0622989     3.91   0.000      .121412    .3656304 
       inctv |   -.103176   .0135496    -7.61   0.000     -.129734    -.076618 
       saved |   1.443148   .0437198    33.01   0.000     1.357455    1.528841 
  fallbehind |  -.3146323   .0365683    -8.60   0.000    -.3863081   -.2429565 
    unemploy |  -.5142201    .054093    -9.51   0.000    -.6202452    -.408195 
       marry |   .1039635   .0379793     2.74   0.006     .0295219     .178405 
     health2 |   .9039468   .0318273    28.40   0.000     .8415637      .96633 
        kids |  -.1004305    .044239    -2.27   0.023    -.1871412   -.0137197 
       _cons |   3.516647   .0583899    60.23   0.000       3.4022    3.631094 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
------- 
 

Breusch-Pagan / Cook-Weisberg test for heteroskedasticity  
         Ho: Constant variance 
         Variables: fitted values of finsat 
 
         chi2(1)      =   131.51 
         Prob > chi2  =   0.0000 
 
Ramsey RESET test for model misspecification 
Ramsey RESET test using powers of the fitted values of finsat 
       Ho:  model has no omitted variables 
               F(3, 26669) =      5.94 
                  Prob > F =      0.0005 
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Appendix D 
Model 2 OLS & Ordered LOGIT Regression Results and Diagnostics for 
Multicoliniarity, Heteroscedasticity, and Model Misspecification 
 
Pair-wise Correlation Test for Multicoliniarity 
 pwcorr happy_one unemploy health2 relig kids marry educ yadage adage srage 
male finsat tvviewc tvfin 
 
             | happy_~e unemploy  health2    relig     kids    marry     educ 
-------------+--------------------------------------------------------------- 
   happy_one |   1.0000  
    unemploy |  -0.0590   1.0000  
     health2 |   0.3225   0.0155   1.0000  
       relig |   0.0507  -0.0250  -0.0446   1.0000  
        kids |  -0.0369  -0.0978  -0.1522   0.0569   1.0000  
       marry |   0.0875  -0.1016  -0.0467   0.0206   0.5521   1.0000  
        educ |   0.0866  -0.0235   0.1339  -0.0269  -0.1492  -0.0938   1.0000  
      yadage |   0.0504   0.0428   0.1287  -0.0248  -0.0815   0.0141   0.0799  
       adage |  -0.0117  -0.0278  -0.0190  -0.0070   0.2905   0.2771  -0.0124  
       srage |  -0.0907  -0.1021  -0.2392   0.0691   0.1916   0.0233  -0.1894  
        male |   0.0135   0.0444   0.0749  -0.1247  -0.0717   0.0475   0.0374  
      finsat |   0.3806  -0.0898   0.2541   0.0040  -0.0768   0.0029   0.0942  
     tvviewc |  -0.0221   0.0745  -0.0299  -0.0251  -0.0150  -0.0286  -0.0096  
       tvfin |   0.1328   0.0195   0.0715  -0.0095  -0.0421  -0.0280   0.0176  
 
             |   yadage    adage    srage     male   finsat  tvviewc    tvfin 
-------------+--------------------------------------------------------------- 
      yadage |   1.0000  
       adage |  -0.4272   1.0000  
       srage |  -0.3016  -0.4099   1.0000  
        male |  -0.0065   0.0059  -0.0059   1.0000  
      finsat |   0.0214  -0.0399  -0.0284   0.0366   1.0000  
     tvviewc |  -0.0159  -0.0691   0.0627  -0.0352  -0.0517   1.0000  
       tvfin |  -0.0083  -0.0841   0.0568  -0.0243   0.3515   0.8129   1.0000  
 
 

VIF test for Multicoliniarity 
    Variable |       VIF       1/VIF   
-------------+---------------------- 
       tvfin |      5.42    0.184453 
     tvviewc |      4.80    0.208318 
       adage |      2.96    0.337276 
       srage |      2.64    0.378588 
      yadage |      2.16    0.462085 
      finsat |      1.93    0.518822 
        kids |      1.82    0.549960 
       marry |      1.52    0.660005 
     health2 |      1.17    0.854200 
        educ |      1.07    0.934227 
        male |      1.05    0.955969 
    unemploy |      1.04    0.964853 
       Relig |      1.02    0.975670 
-------------+---------------------- 
    Mean VIF |      2.20 
 
It appears that there are no significant multicoliniarity between the included variables. 
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OLS Regression Results 

. reg happy_one unemploy health2 relig kids marry educ yadage adage srage male finsat tvviewc 
tvfin 
 
      Source |       SS       df       MS              Number of obs =   64558 
-------------+------------------------------           F( 13, 64544) = 1410.28 
       Model |  8023.70358    13  617.207968           Prob > F      =  0.0000 
    Residual |  28247.5523 64544  .437647997           R-squared     =  0.2212 
-------------+------------------------------           Adj R-squared =  0.2211 
       Total |  36271.2559 64557  .561848535           Root MSE      =  .66155 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
   happy_one |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
    unemploy |   -.061984   .0092222    -6.72   0.000    -.0800595   -.0439084 
     health2 |   .3527631   .0057498    61.35   0.000     .3414936    .3640326 
       relig |   .1002178   .0058268    17.20   0.000     .0887973    .1116384 
        kids |  -.0213525   .0078626    -2.72   0.007    -.0367633   -.0059418 
       marry |   .1864903   .0066898    27.88   0.000     .1733783    .1996023 
        educ |   .0495053    .005419     9.14   0.000     .0388841    .0601266 
      yadage |  -.0780412   .0090473    -8.63   0.000    -.0957739   -.0603085 
       adage |  -.1228449   .0092983   -13.21   0.000    -.1410695   -.1046203 
       srage |  -.1398435   .0099986   -13.99   0.000    -.1594407   -.1202463 
        male |  -.0183307   .0053321    -3.44   0.001    -.0287816   -.0078798 
      finsat |   .0874445   .0013203    66.23   0.000     .0848568    .0900322 
     tvviewc |   .0126466   .0114416     1.11   0.269     -.009779    .0350722 
       tvfin |  -.0012826   .0019166    -0.67   0.503    -.0050392     .002474 
       _cons |   2.209202   .0122919   179.73   0.000     2.185109    2.233294 

 
Breusch-Pagan / Cook-Weisberg test for heteroskedasticity  
         Ho: Constant variance 
         Variables: fitted values of happy_one 
 
         chi2(1)      =   1266.89 
         Prob > chi2  =   0.0000 
 

OLS Regression Results with Robust Standard Errors 

                                                                              
       _cons      2. 209202    . 012764   173. 08   0. 000     2. 184184    2. 234219
       t vf i n    - . 0012826   . 0020336    - 0. 63   0. 528    - . 0052684    . 0027032
     t vvi ewc     . 0126466   . 0127075     1. 00   0. 320      - . 01226    . 0375533
      f i ns at      . 0874445   . 0014275    61. 26   0. 000     . 0846467    . 0902424
        mal e    - . 0183307   . 0053046    - 3. 46   0. 001    - . 0287276   - . 0079338
       s r age    - . 1398435   . 0101919   - 13. 72   0. 000    - . 1598196   - . 1198674
       adage    - . 1228449   . 0093968   - 13. 07   0. 000    - . 1412626   - . 1044272
      yadage    - . 0780412   . 0090139    - 8. 66   0. 000    - . 0957085   - . 0603739
        educ     . 0495053   . 0054499     9. 08   0. 000     . 0388236    . 0601871
       mar r y     . 1864903    . 007015    26. 58   0. 000      . 172741    . 2002396
        k i ds     - . 0213525   . 0080325    - 2. 66   0. 008    - . 0370962   - . 0056088
       r el i g     . 1002178   . 0057188    17. 52   0. 000      . 089009    . 1114266
     heal t h2     . 3527631   . 0059552    59. 24   0. 000     . 3410908    . 3644354
    unempl oy     - . 061984   . 0100268    - 6. 18   0. 000    - . 0816364   - . 0423315
                                                                              
   happy_one        Coef .    St d.  Er r .       t     P>| t |      [95% Conf .  I nter val ]
                             Robus t
                                                                              

                                                       Root MSE      =  . 66155
                                                       R- squar ed     =  0. 2212
                                                       Pr ob > F      =  0. 0000
                                                       F(  13,  64544)  = 1324. 18
Li near  r egr es s i on                                      Number  of  obs  =   64558
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Ramsey RESET test for model misspecification 
Ramsey RESET test using powers of the fitted values of happy_one 
       Ho:  model has no omitted variables 
               F(3, 64541) =      94.63 
                  Prob > F =      0.0000 
 
Ordered LOGIT Regression Results 
ologit happy_one unemploy health2 relig kids marry educ yadage adage srage male 
finsat tvviewc tvfin 
 
Iteration 0:   log likelihood =  -71458.38 
Iteration 1:   log likelihood =  -63776.38 
Iteration 2:   log likelihood = -63494.988 
Iteration 3:   log likelihood = -63492.237 
Iteration 4:   log likelihood = -63492.236 
 
Ordered logistic regression                       Number of obs   =      64558 
                                                  LR chi2(13)     =   15932.29 
                                                  Prob > chi2     =     0.0000 
Log likelihood = -63492.236                       Pseudo R2       =     0.1115 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
   happy_one |      Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
    unemploy |    -.16137   .0276637    -5.83   0.000    -.2155898   -.1071502 
     health2 |   1.031737   .0177174    58.23   0.000     .9970116    1.066463 
       relig |   .3082409   .0171805    17.94   0.000     .2745677    .3419141 
        kids |  -.0499451   .0233527    -2.14   0.032    -.0957155   -.0041747 
       marry |   .5368987   .0199954    26.85   0.000     .4977084    .5760889 
        educ |   .1461922   .0160504     9.11   0.000     .1147339    .1776504 
      yadage |  -.2340629   .0269571    -8.68   0.000    -.2868978   -.1812279 
       adage |  -.3673912   .0277511   -13.24   0.000    -.4217824   -.3129999 
       srage |   -.394881   .0298214   -13.24   0.000    -.4533299   -.3364321 
        male |  -.0624045   .0157786    -3.95   0.000      -.09333   -.0314789 
      finsat |   .2644755   .0041267    64.09   0.000     .2563872    .2725637 
     tvviewc |   .0338387   .0341173     0.99   0.321      -.03303    .1007074 
       tvfin |  -.0039192    .005734    -0.68   0.494    -.0151576    .0073193 
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
       /cut1 |  -1.622852   .0411505                     -1.703506   -1.542199 
       /cut2 |   .8591511   .0367186                      .7871839    .9311183 
       /cut3 |   3.739123    .040051                      3.660624    3.817621 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
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Linktest for Model Misspecification 
 
Iteration 0:   log likelihood =  -71458.38 
Iteration 1:   log likelihood = -63758.311 
Iteration 2:   log likelihood = -63455.003 
Iteration 3:   log likelihood =  -63452.15 
Iteration 4:   log likelihood =  -63452.15 
 
Ordered logistic regression                       Number of obs   =      64558 
                                                  LR chi2(2)      =   16012.46 
                                                  Prob > chi2     =     0.0000 
Log likelihood =  -63452.15                       Pseudo R2       =     0.1120 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
   happy_one |      Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
        _hat |   1.263753   .0307041    41.16   0.000     1.203574    1.323931 
      _hatsq |  -.0590107   .0065872    -8.96   0.000    -.0719212   -.0461001 
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
       /cut1 |  -1.419374   .0348035                     -1.487587    -1.35116 
       /cut2 |   1.089952   .0322405                      1.026761    1.153142 
       /cut3 |   3.969028   .0359703                      3.898527    4.039529 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
 

The linktest above shows that model does suffer from model misspecification problems.  
Presumably, this is a result of omitted variables.   
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Appendix E 
Testing Whether Sub-sections of the Sample are Statistically Different 
using Chow Tests 
 

CHOW TEST -- DIFFERENCES IN EDUCATED AND UNEDUCATED INDIVIDUALS

SSu1 170123.331

DFE1 26672.000

SSu2 199320.899

DFE2 33436.000

N1 60128.000 F= 11.673

N2 31864.000

K 9.000

SSEc 370161.709

DFE total 60108.000

SSEu 369444.230

N total 91992.000

SSEc -SSEu 717.479

(SSEc -SSEu) * (DFE total) 43126227.732

(SSEu)*(K+1) 3694442.300

MODEL TESTED: . reg finsat  incdec tvviewc inctv saved fallbehind unemploy marry health2 kids educ

SS DF MS

Model 85202.727 10.000 8520.273

Residual 370161.709 60117.000 6.157

Total 455364.435 60127.000 7.573

Number of obs 60128.000

F( 10, 60117) 1383.760

Prob > F 0.000

R-squared 0.187

Adj R-squared 0.187

Root MSE 2.481

MODEL TESTED: reg finsat  incdec tvviewc inctv saved fallbehind unemploy marry health2 kids

Where: educ==0

SS DF MS

Model 28439.479 9.000 3159.942

Residual 170123.331 26672.000 6.378

Total 198562.810 26681.000 7.442

Number of obs 26682.000

F( 9, 26672) 495.420

Prob > F 0.000

R-squared 0.143

Adj R-squared 0.143

Root MSE 2.526

MODEL TESTED: reg finsat  incdec tvviewc inctv saved fallbehind unemploy marry health2 kids

Where: educ==1

SS DF MS

Model 53569.289 9.000 5952.143

Residual 199320.899 33436.000 5.961

Total 252890.188 33445.000 7.561

Number of obs 33446.000

F( 9, 33436) 998.470

Prob > F 0.000

R-squared 0.212

Adj R-squared 0.212

Root MSE 2.442

REJECT THE NULL -- The Segregated Samples are Significantly Different
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CHOW TEST -- DIFFERENCES IN THOSE WHO TRUST VS. DO NOT TRUST TV

SSu1 173346.041

DFEu1 27613.000

SSu2 191526.049

DFEu2 31854.000 F= 4.580

N1 59487.000

N2 31864.000

K 9.000

SSEc 365153.076

DFE total 59467.000

SSEu 364872.090

N total 91351.000

SSEc -SSEu 280.986

(SSEc -SSEu) * (DFE total) 16709394.462

(SSEu)*(K+1) 3648720.900

MODEL TESTED: reg finsat  incdec tvviewc inctv saved fallbehind unemploy marry health2 kids tvcon

SS DF MS

Model 82089.927 10.000 8208.993

Residual 365153.076 59476.000 6.140

Total 447243.003 59486.000 7.518

Number of obs 59487.000

F( 10, 59476) 1337.080

Prob > F 0.000

R-squared 0.184

Adj R-squared 0.183

Root MSE 2.478

MODEL TESTED: reg finsat  incdec tvviewc inctv saved fallbehind unemploy marry health2 kids

Where: md_to_hi_tvcon==1

SS DF MS

Model 35786.478 9.000 3976.275

Residual 173346.041 27613.000 6.278

Total 209132.519 27622.000 7.571

Number of obs 27623.000

F(  9, 27613) 633.400

Prob > F 0.000

R-squared 0.171

Adj R-squared 0.171

Root MSE 2.506

MODEL TESTED: reg finsat  incdec tvviewc inctv saved fallbehind unemploy marry health2 kids

Where: no_to_lo_tvcon==1

SS DF MS

Model 46361.524 9.000 5151.280

Residual 191526.049 31854.000 6.013

Total 237887.573 31863.000 7.466

Number of obs 31864.000

F( 9, 31854) 856.740

Prob > F 0.000

R-squared 0.195

Adj R-squared 0.195

Root MSE 2.452

REJECT THE NULL -- The Segregated Samples are Significantly Different
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CHOW TEST -- DIFFERENCES IN URBAN AND RURAL INDIVIDUALS

SSu1 82158.330

DFE1 14155.000

SSu2 209783.095

DFE2 33368.000

N1 47543.000 F= 32.420

N2 31864.000

K 9.000

SSEc 293933.019

DFE total 47523.000

SSEu 291941.425

N total 79407.000

SSEc -SSEu 1991.594

(SSEc -SSEu) * (DFE total) 94646516.910

(SSEu)*(K+1) 2919414.251

MODEL TESTED: . reg finsat  incdec tvviewc inctv saved fallbehind unemploy marry health2 kids  twnsz1

SS DF MS

Model 66806.098 10.000 6680.610

Residual 293933.019 47532.000 6.184

Total 360739.117 47542.000 7.588

Number of obs 47543.000

F( 10, 47532) 1080.320

Prob > F 0.000

R-squared 0.185

Adj R-squared 0.185

Root MSE 2.487

MODEL TESTED: . reg finsat  incdec tvviewc inctv saved fallbehind unemploy marry health2 kids 

Where: urban==0

SS DF MS

Model 22669.807 9.000 2518.867

Residual 82158.330 14155.000 5.804

Total 104828.137 14164.000 7.401

Number of obs 14165.000

F( 9, 14155) 433.970

Prob > F 0.000

R-squared 0.216

Adj R-squared 0.216

Root MSE 2.409

MODEL TESTED: . reg finsat  incdec tvviewc inctv saved fallbehind unemploy marry health2 kids 

Where: urban==1

SS DF MS

Model 40358.138 9.000 4484.238

Residual 209783.095 33368.000 6.287

Total 250141.234 33377.000 7.494

Number of obs 33378.000

F( 9, 33368) 713.260

Prob > F 0.000

R-squared 0.161

Adj R-squared 0.161

Root MSE 2.507

REJECT THE NULL -- The Segregated Samples are Significantly Different
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